
 
 

                       

Halloween Happiness 
1. Score Pumpkin Pie base at 4 ¼”, fold & 

Burnish. 

2. Die cut a 2”ish circle from Post It or other sticky paper, place near the top right. 

3. With a Blending Brush go over bottom of White using the Parakeet Party ink. Then with Pumpkin Pie ink go 

slightly over the Parakeet Party and fill in the top half of the White. 

4. Using a Blending Brush, go over top using Merry Merlot blending into the Pumpkin Pie, do NOT go past the top, 

this is to add dimension. 

5. Place the white from #4 into Stamparatus and place each of the ‘kids’ towards the middle with sticky part up with 

a space between them.  Close Stamparatus plate to pick up stamps, open plate then ink up with Memento and 

close plate stamping on the White, do this as many times as you need to get a dark crisp image.  Now, place the 

Silicone Craft sheet in the Stamparatus ink stamps and close plate to stamp kids onto the mat.  Turn mat over 

and line up so the kids have a reflection under them and rub you hands over the mat to get it to ‘stamp’. 

6. Take off moon covering, then go over with the Blending Brush and Crushed Curry ink, only go over the moon. 

7. Stamp sentiment at top of moon using Memento. 

8. Die cut bats and adhere to front of card. 

9. Layer onto Black mat then place on front of card.  

10. With inside White go over bottom part using the Parakeet Party as you did for front, but don’t go as far up. 

11. Using Stamparatus stamp kid with lamp as you did with the others on front. Color in lamp with Parakeet Party 

Blend. Stamp some bats in top corners and Sentiment in middle top. Adhere to black layer and adhere to inside. 

                                                          

                                                                  

Supplies 

Stamps: Scary Cute Bundle 

Inks: Memento Tuxedo Black, Parakeet Party, Pumpkin Pie, 

Merry Merlot, Crushed Curry 

Blends: Parakeet Party 

Paper: Pumpkin Pie 5 ½” x 8 ½” 

Basic White 3 ¾” x 5” (x2) 

Basic Black 4” x 5 ¼” (x2), scrap for ‘bats’ 

Tools: Stamparatus, Blending Brush, Circle Die, Silicone 

Craft Sheet 

 


